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Abstract 

It has long been recognized that the present command and control methods for pollution abatement are 
inefficient. Using market mechanisms for environmental management is a promising alternative to the direct 
regulatory approach. Market mechanisms are just beginning to appear in U.S. environmental policy. For example, 
tradable permit schemes are being developed and implemented for some air pollutants under the amended Clean 
Air Act. Various other forms of taxes and tradable permits have been proposed; however, these systems do not 
address the large uncertainty inherent in most environmental problems. One mechanism currently being studied to 
address uncertainty more effectively is a flexible environmental assurance bonding system, designed to incorporate 
environmental criteria and uncertainty into market incentives. This study uses an experimental approach, employing 
an interactive computer game/simulation model with human players to examine the effectiveness of the assurance 
bonding system under varying degrees of uncertainty. An environmental cost efficiency index (ECEI), or profit per 
unit waste, is used to measure player performance. Preliminary results indicate that players are more successful 
under the assurance bonding system, in terms of ECEI, than under the simulated current system. 
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  unde r  p rese rva t ion  p ro t ec t ion  by the gove rnmen t  
were  open  access,  f ree and avai lable  to all. The  

1.1. Background resul t  was over  explo i ta t ion  of  the  env i ronment  
and the " t r a g e d y  of  the  c o m m o n s "  (Hard in ,  1968). 

Pr io r  to the  1960s env i ronmen ta l  pol icy in the  Wi th  the  e n v i r o n m e n t ' s  dec l in ing  cond i t ion  
U n i t e d  Sta tes  was based  upon  R ipa r i an  Rights  th rough  the 1960s and the increase  of  publ ic  
and  Engl ish  c o m m o n  law. Those  resources  not  awareness  th rough  publ ica t ions  such as Rache l  

Carson ' s  Silent Spring (1962) and K e n n e t h  Bould-  
ing 's  The Economics o f  the Coming Spaceship 
Earth (1966), the  env i ronmen t ' s  s ta tus  changed  to 

* C o r r e s p o n d i n g  a u t h o r ,  that  of  a scarce and va luable  resource .  Legis la-  
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tion through the 1970s set ambitious goals for of damages, liability, clean-up costs, enforcement, 
environmental protection with fixed emission lim- potential legal action, and amount of time the 
its for individual sources based largely on speci- polluter is responsible for their emissions (cf. 
fled abatement technologies (command and con- Peles and Stein, 1976; Roberts and Spence, 1976; 
trol strategies) to impose immediate controls on Harford, 1987). These uncertainty factors can 
relatively few, widespread, problematic poilu- translate into incentives for resource exploitation. 
tants. Since this landmark legislation, much has In addition, legislative language is often so vague 
been learned about the effectiveness of this type that a firm can present a legally convincing case 
of environmental regulation. Economic analysis that the regulatory agency's abatement require- 
indicates that present methods of pollution con- ments are unfeasible. The polluter can further 
trol are inefficient and provide disincentives for expect to negotiate a new compliance schedule 
directing resources toward abatement. For policy with a regulatory agency which is resource limited 
to be both effective and efficient, steps need to and often more willing to gain minimal compli- 
be taken to make it privately optimal to manage ance than enter into lengthy and expensive legal 
waste in a socially optimal manner, battles (cf. Ackerman and Stewart, 1985). 

In the past two decades, there has been ex- 
1.2. Direct regulation vs. market alternatives haustive discussion in the literature of the effi- 

ciency that can theoretically be achieved in poilu- 
The traditional command and control regula- tion abatement through the use of market mecha- 

tory system is inefficient because it treats firms nisms (cf. Tietenberg, 1973, 1985; White, 1976; 
homogeneously, both in their production process Common, 1977; Kohn, 1977; Beavis and Walker, 
and geographiclocation (cf. Atkinson and Tieten- 1979; Burrows, 1979; Bohm, 1981; Marquand, 
berg, 1982; Seskin et al., 1983). It also places a 1981; Endres, 1983; Krupnick et al., 1983; Koenig, 
tremendous information burden on the appropri- 1984; Lee, 1984; Haas, 1985; McHugh, 1985; 
ate regulatory agency (Hahn and Noll, 1983) .  Stollery, 1985; Webber and Webber, 1985; Brooks 
Under command and control, the agency is re- and Heijdra, 1987; Conrad, 1987; Costanza, 1987a; 
sponsible for determining the best available tech- Katzman, 1987; Perrings 1987, 1989; Shaw et al., 
nology for each industry, setting emissions levels 1987; Baumol and Oates, 1988; Hahn and Hester, 
for polluting substances, and monitoring and im- 1989; Hamilton et al., 1989; Milliman and Prince, 
posing penalties in cases of noncompliance. Di- 1989; Pethig and Fiedler, 1989). Some market 
rect regulation guides polluters towards irrespon- alternatives that have been suggested include pol- 
sible pollution abatement in several ways. Be- lution taxes, tradable pollution discharge permits, 
cause it is based on a particular abatement tech- financial responsibility requirements, and de- 
nology, it provides no incentives for development posit-refund systems. Tradable permits have been 
of innovative technology; it promotes avoiding included in the most recent amendments to the 
regulatory detection rather than regulatory com- Clean Air Act. 
pliance; and, because it places stricter controls on The efficiency that market mechanisms can 
new plants and processes, it provides disincen- achieve for pollution abatement has been well 
tives for growth and facility upgrade (cf. Acker- studied both theoretically and empirically (cf. 
man and Stewart, 1985). Krupnick 1983; Seskin et al., 1983). For example, 

Optimization of pollution abatement requires studies in the St. Louis metropolitan area indi- 
that all costs and benefits associated with the cate that the existing command and control sys- 
activity be identified (Freeman, 1990). Polluters tems for air pollution abatement cost three to five 
respond to direct regulation by comparing the times as much as an optimal incentive based 
(often) substantial costs of installing and operat- approach that would yield the same ambient air 
ing abatement equipment with the uncertain costs quality (Atkinson and Lewis, 1974, 1976; Atkin- 
associated with penalties for noncompliance. Un- son and Tietenberg, 1982). In reality, policy struc- 
certainty arises with respect to detection, amount ture is more complex than some analysis would 
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suggest. The instrument that we are suggesting the burden of proof (and the cost of that burden) 
should be considered along with other regulatory is shifted from the public to the resource user, 
tools that offer fexibility, and a strong economic incentive is provided to 

research the true costs of environmentally damag- 
1.3. Assurance bonding ing activities and to develop innovative, cost-ef- 

fective pollution control technologies. Assurance 
Uncertainty is not thoroughly addressed in en- bonding is an extension of the "polluter  pays" 

vironmental policy despite its importance and principle to "the polluter pays for uncertainty as 
pervasiveness in environmental problems. An in- well" or the "precautionary polluter pays princi- 
novative policy currently being studied is a flexi- ple" (4P) (Costanza and Cornwell, 1992). 
ble environmental assurance bonding system de- Neither the principle nor the instrument pro- 
signed to incorporate environmental criteria and posed are new. The environmental bond has its 
uncertainty into the market system, and to induce roots in the "material use fees" first proposed by 
innovative environmental technology. This varia- Mill (1972) and Solow (1971), the simplest work- 
tion of the deposit refund system is designed to ing example of which is the refundable deposit on 
incorporate both known and uncertain environ- glass bottles. The aim of the deposit is to encour- 
mental costs into the incentive system and to age the users to dispose of the commodity in the 
induce positive environmental technological inno- most desirable way (by recycling) and to avoid its 
vation (Costanza and Cornwell, 1992). The assur- disposal in the least desirable way (as litter). The 
ance bonding system has been discussed else- deposit may not be sufficient to cover the cost of 
where in the literature (Costanza, 1987a; Per- the worst possible method of disposal, but it is 
rings, 1989; Costanza and Perrings, 1990; Farber, generally set at a level high enough to make 
1991; Costanza and Cornwell, 1992) and is not returning the bottle privately profitable. The im- 
the topic of this paper; however, a brief overview portant feature of the fee is that by insisting that 
of the principles involved is warranted, consumers pay in adt,ance for the costs they 

The environmental assurance bonding system might inflict on society if they adopted the most 
requires those seeking to use society's resources harmful method of disposal, it reverses the usual 
to post a bond equal to the worst-case damages presumption of "innocence" over "guilt" as ap- 
they could inflict on the environment, in advance plied to environmental damages. The innocent- 
of any activity. Worst-case damage scenarios until-proven-guilty argument is not applicable in 
would be established by the regulatory authority the case of firms using societal resources as re- 
with the best information available and with the ceivers of privately generated waste since there is 
advice of independent scientists. If resource users no question that the act is being committed. It is 
could demonstrate that damages to the environ- the amount of damage that is uncertain, and it is 
ment were less than the amount of the bond our contention that society should not bear this 
(over a predetermined length of time, specified in risk. 
the bond), this difference and a portion of earned In the U.S., examples of bond use for environ- 
interest would be refunded. Thus, the environ- mental policy are few. Where they do appear in 
mental assurance bonding system insures that the legislative language, they are generally one of 
funds available for protecting the environment several financial mechanisms available to firms 
are equal to the potential harm facing its re- that are required to demonstrate financial re- 
sources, sponsibility. There are three examples where 

If damages did occur, the bond would be used bonds are required: Owners and operators of 
to rehabilitate or repair the environment, and underground injection wells are required to post 
possibly to compensate injured parties. By requir- bonds to ensure proper plugging and abandon- 
ing the users of environmental resources to post a ment of wells. Bonds are currently required by 
bond adequate to cover potential future environ- companies leasing public land for oil and gas 
mental damages (with the possibility for refunds), exploration/extraction to ensure proper capping 
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of wells and restoration of lands or surface waters lieve that the experimental approach is a neces- 
after the cessation of the lease operations. Fi- sary component of the analysis because it can 
nally, bonds must be posted by logging companies better address the incentives of the regulatory 
to use existing roads on public lands for the system without dependence on (potentially 
transport of timber, flawed) theoretical models of individual response. 

Costanza and Perrings (1990) categorize the This experimental approach consisted of four 
current command and control system using the stages: model development, game programming, 
"social trap" paradigm (Platt, 1973; Cross and data generation by human volunteers, and finally, 
Guyer, 1980; Costanza, 1987a). Several experi- data analysis. 
mental games have been designed to study behav- 
ior in social traps. The already-mentioned 2.1. The model  

"tragedy of the commons" is a trap used to study 
resource exploitation (Edney and Harper, 1978). The model was designed using STELLA ® 
The well-known "prisoner's dilemma" game is an (Structured Thinking Experimental Learning 
externality trap that has been used to study the Laboratory with Animation), a software package 
evolution of cooperation (Axelrod, 1984), and developed by High Performance Inc. for the Ap- 
more recently, the dollar auction game, an invest- pie Macintosh (cf. Costanza, 1987b). Smith and 
ment trap, was used to study the effect of taxa- Williams (1992) recently used simulated markets 
tion on the conflict escalation process (Costanza to analyze the principles that govern trading deci- 
and Shrum, 1988). For this study, an experimen- sions; however, as far as we know, our study is 
tal firm management game was developed that the first dynamic,  interactive simulation model 
measures player behavior and performance while examining pollution abatement systems. Model 
making management decisions in a theoretical development occurred in stages, with model be- 
firm, under both the command and control regu- havior observed at each stage. Values and units 
latory system and the assurance bonding system, in the model are arbitrary. The model is not 

intended to simulate any particular industry, but 
instead examines relative behavior and the im- 

2. Methods pact of the human player's decisions. 
As with all models, this one is a trade-off 

The purpose of this experiment was to deter- between realism, precision, and generality. Upon 
mine the effect of two charge systems on individ- initial inspection of the model diagram (Fig. 1), it 
ual behavior, under varying degrees of uncer- may appear quite complex. However, upon fur- 
tainty. This was accomplished by developing a ther examination of the model symbol definitions 
game designed for one player who manages a (Appendix 1), it can be seen that the model is 
computer-simulated company by controlling pro- really quite basic. Two of the seven state vari- 
duction level and amount of resources devoted to ables, Cum Env Damages and Acc Env Fnd, are 
waste reduction. As previously mentioned, sev- merely accounting components that have no out- 
eral models of the profit-maximizing firm have flows and no external variables. The model was 
been constructed to examine the effectiveness of made as simple as possible while including those 
pollution abatement using market mechanisms, components the authors felt were minimally nec- 
and several have considered the importance of essary to simulate the workings of a firm under 
uncertainty (cf. Averch and Johnson, 1962; two environmental policy regimes. The final ver- 
Weitzman, 1974; Adar and Griffin, 1976; Fishel- sion includes 7 state variables (boxes in Fig. 1), 8 
son, 1976; Roberts and Spence, 1976; Baron and input flows, 7 output flows (double-lined arrows 
Taggart, 1977; Magat, 1978; Mendelsohn, 1984; with valves in Fig. 1), and 25 auxiliary variables 
Harford, 1987; Plourde and Yeung, 1989; Farber, (circles in Fig. 1). Flows of money, products, and 
1991). None, however, have included the "experi- wastes are shown by double-lined arrows while 
mental" aspect addressed in this paper. We be- flows of information are indicated by single-lined 
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a. Assets Submodel 
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Fig. 1. D i a g r a m  of the S T E L L A  Model .  inc luding four submodels .  
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arrows. Symbol definitions are given in Appendix environmental disaster "events" as well as addi- 
1. The model is composed of four connected tive effects over time, resulting in perceivable 
submodels depicting firm assets, company inven- changes in ecosystem health. The environmental 
tory, level of wastes, and the assurance bond. threshold variable determines the level at which 

The Assets stock is incremented by flow from an environmental disaster will occur. During the 
monetary inputs and decremented by outflow to postpay system of regulation, environmental dam- 
total costs (Fig. la). Monetary inputs include age payments are deducted from firm assets. Dur- 
sales based on market price and number of ship- ing the prepay system, they are deducted from 
ments as well as refunds from the bond. Total the assurance bond (Fig. la, Assets Submodel). 
costs are the sum of total input costs, assurance The assurance bond is established with a one- 
bond deposits made during the prepay charge time deposit from firm assets (Fig. ld). This oc- 
system, and environmental damages paid during curs when the regulation system switches to the 
the postpay charge system, including a randomly prepayment system at some randomly selected 
generated uncertainty component. Uncertainty time between time steps 20 and 40 during the 
enters into the model through payments for envi- simulation. The firm management simulation runs 
ronmental damage. Uncertainty is a random for a total of 60 time steps (simulated years). 
number between 0 and 1 and affects the amount Once the bond is established, it accumulates in- 
a player must "pay" for a given amount of envi- terest, which increases the bond's value over time. 
ronmental wastes. Paying variable amounts for Refunds to the firm are granted on a yearly basis 
the same level of environmental wastes repre- when costs of environmental damages are less 
sents the aforementioned uncertainty that arises than the assessed estimate. A portion of the 
with respect to detection, amount of damages, interest also accumulates in an environmental 
liability, clean-up costs, enforcement, potential research fund. 
legal action, and amount of time the polluter is 
responsible for their emissions. 2.2. The game 

The stock of inventory is based on inputs from 
production and outputs to shipments (Fig. lb). The model was made into an interactive game 
Shipments are based on a randomly generated using STELLAStack ® (High Performance Inc.), a 
product demand that forecasts five years into the two-way interface between STELLA ® and Hyper- 
future. The cost of inputs for production is the card ® software. Hypercard makes the simulation 
sum of unit costs for inputs and waste reduction model "playable" as a game with only minimal 
technology multiplied by the amount of produc- training required for the player. It enables the 
tion. As the level of production increases, so do novice to interact indirectly with the STELLA ® 
the costs associated with inputs to attain that model and, thus, not only make decisions while 
level, the simulation is unfolding, but also examine the 

Stocks of waste are based on by-products of consequence of those decisions. Production level 
production and discharge (Fig. lc). Waste pro- and the amount of resources devoted to waste 
duction is simply a function of the level of firm reduction are the only variables players can ma- 
production and the amount of resources devoted nipulate. The game begins with these variables 
to waste reduction technology. Waste reduction set at a default level (see Appendix 1). Because 
technology can improve efficiency by decreasing the play screen is linked directly to the model 
the waste fraction (i.e., by recycling or by using through StellaStack, when players make changes 
new technology). As wastes are released into the in production level or waste reduction technol- 
environment, they accumulate as a stock of dis- ogy, these translate into parameter changes in the 
charge. This discharge, in turn, determines the model. Changes can be made at any time during 
stock of cumulative environmental damage. Envi- the running of the game. If the player does not 
ronmental disasters are considered to be any choose to make any manipulations, these vari- 
adverse effects on the environment. They include ables will be determined by the model. 
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The game begins by prompting the player to pants were given some preliminary instructions 
log in their name, occupation, address, gender, about using the computer and told that the object 
and age as well as some simple instructions on of the game was to maximize profits. Because of 
how to play the game and what the objectives are. the realities of increased environmental aware- 
Each time a player begins a new game, a random hess, moral obligations to society and the influ- 
level of uncertainty is established. Model-gener- ence negative environmental press could have on 
ated data on assets, annual profits, total costs, sales, players were also told that they might want 
cumulative environmental damage and the assur- to think about minimizing environmental damage. 
ance bond are displayed for players on a yearly They were also informed that the game was de- 
basis (Fig. 2). Besides the information on the play signed to study two types of pollution abatement 
screen, participants can view their progress over strategies. All responses entered by the study 
time by examining the environmental graphs, eco- subjects were recorded by the computer in an 
nomic graphs, bond graphs, and profit graphs output file. 
(Fig. 3). When the charge system changes from As previously mentioned, the game is designed 
postpay to prepay, the player is notified that the to test player behavior under a prepayment (as- 
assurance bonding system is in effect and that it surance bonding) versus a postpayment (corn- 
generates interest, a portion of which will be mand and control) system, with varying degrees 
refunded to the firm. of uncertainty. Our measure of player perfor- 

mance, an environmental cost efficiency index 
2.3. Players (ECEI), was calculated by dividing total cumula- 

tive profit by total cumulative waste. We did not 
Volunteers for this study consisted of Environ- use the standard index of efficiency used in eco- 

mental Protection Agency personnel, graduate nomic experiments (the experimentally observed 
students in a public policy course at the Univer- net social benefits divided by the maximum possi- 
sity of Maryland, students and faculty at the ble expected net social benefits) because we are 
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory and, for an arguing that the social cost of pollution is often 
international perspective, faculty and students at uncertain or unknown. Because of this, we did 
the University of Stockholm in Sweden. Partici- not want to assign an arbitrary value to pollution. 

Year 0 Assets 0 I Waste Reduction Fraction Scale 
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Bond Deposits 0 P]~yer Defn~d P~od~ction lev~l (if 0 then the budt 
(Total Costs = Environ Charges + Input Costs in  ~ e r  w i l l  deteFml~ product ion level based 
+ Bond Deposits) on a forecast of sales) 

Cumm Envir Damage 0 I [ ~ l o ~  
Wastes O I L~ H~.~ 
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,vet time. Environ Disasters Occur when I ~...~.. ~... ~ .... . .... 
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I 
~toP Oame (~ ~how Bond Omphs (~ 
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nder Annual Prof i ts ,  above.) Iv[ed~ Menu (~ Show Profits Graph (~ 

Fig. 2. The "play" screen where management decisions are made by players. 
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Instead, we decided to determine which system 3. Results 
offered the greatest environmental efficiency. As 
the ECEI value increases, management decisions Data were partitioned into two samples, values 
are considered more efficient since annual profits generated by the model during the postpay sys- 
were being made with the least environmental tern and those generated during the assurance 
impact. We hypothesized that players would have bonding system. Thirty-three games were run with 
the incentive to manage "their firm" in a more no players. Without player manipulation, all vari- 
environmentally efficient way under the prepay able values are determined by the model. The 
system and that this efficiency gain would be output files from these games constituted the 
most pronounced when uncertainty was high. As control data. The efficiency index of the two 
a result, ECEI values under the prepay system charge systems was compared using a paired t- 
will be greater than under the postpay system, test. The relationship between ECEI and uncer- 

Year ~]e~ Refund~ Total Co~t$ tO0 Sales I . Msur=nce Assurance /Year Refunds I ntere~t Bond 2000 ~ 
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Fig. 3. Examples of progress over time as viewed by players of the game. Only one set of graphs can be viewed at a time. a. Profit 
Graphs  include output  over time of firm sales, refunds from the bond and total costs, b. Bond Graphs include output  over time of 
total bond amount,  interest earned on the bond and refunds to the firm of the bond. c. Environmental  Graphs  include output  over 
time of cumulative environmental  damages wastes produced by the firm and environmental disasters caused as a result of  firm 
wastes, d. Econ Graphs  include output  over time of firm assets, production level and annual  profits. 
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tainty was determined for both samples using fessionals, students, and engineers. Because the 
linear regression. The resulting slopes were corn- last two categories have small sample sizes, they 
pared using the F-test (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981) to were not included in all analyses (but were in- 
determine if under high uncertainty conditions cluded in the 8-variable model). For all possible 
players performed significantly better under the occupation pairs, variance homogeneity was tested 
assurance bonding system than under the corn- using the Fma x test (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981). Anal- 
mand and control system, yses were then performed using the unpaired 

Player characteristics were analyzed with ECEI t-test for unequal sample sizes and, where appro- 
to better understand the role that these charac- priate, unequal variances (Snedecor and Cochran, 
teristics have on player performance. Two analy- 1980). ECEI scores of males and females were 
ses were used to determine if player characteris- also compared using the t-test for unequal sam- 
tics affect ECEI. Multiple regression models were ple size. Finally, regression models were con- 
constructed with eight variables (age, game num- structed to examine the relationship between 
ber, time of change to the prepay system, charge ECEI and various combinations of explanatory 
system, gender, residence, occupation and uncer- variables for both the prepay system and the 
tainty), five variables (age, game number, time of postpay system (Table 1). 
change to the prepay system, charge system, and Thirty-six people played the game a total of 
uncertainty) and three variables (age, game num- 101 times for an average of 2.89 games per player. 
ber, and charge system). Unpaired t-tests were The average age of the study subjects was 35 
used to examine ECEI between places of resi- (range 22-60). The model inherently performs 
dence (U.S. or Sweden) and occupations. Player better (i.e., with no player input) under the pre- 
occupation was divided into the following cate- pay system (mean ECEI = 9.706) than the post- 
gories: economists, natural scientists, policy pro- pay system (mean ECEI = 4.552), due to initial 

Table 1 

Multiple regression of the eight-, five-, and three-variable models. The independent variable in all cases was E C E I  

Dependent variables Coefficient St. error t-value Probability 

8-variable model a 
Game number 0.927 0.232 3.996 0.0001 

Charge system 8.113 1.375 5.903 0.0001 

Age - 0.227 0.090 2.532 0.0124 

Change to prepay system - 5 . 3 1 2  2.372 2.239 0.0266 

Uncertainty 107.278 47.181 2.274 0.0244 

Occupation 0.1341 0.7227 0.186 0.8531 

Residence 0.353 0.46l 0.765 I).4453 

Gender - 0.067 1.969 0.(134 0.973 

5-variable model b 
Game number 1.026 0.189 5.42 0.0001 

Charge system 7.178 1.194 6.012 0.0001 

Age - 0.226 0.064 3.516 0.0005 

Change to prepay system - 3.902 2.068 1.887 0.0607 

Uncertainty 78.314 41.048 1.908 0.0579 

3-variable model c 
Game number 0.976 0.188 5.202 0.0001 

Charge system 7.164 1.200 10.973 0.0001 

Age - 0.226 0.063 3.612 0.0004 ~' 

Intercept = 109.438, R 2 = 0.359, F = 10.304, P = 0.0001. 

b I n t e r cep t  = 82.788, R 2 = 0.322, F = 18.159, P = 0.0001. 

c In t e r cep t  = 7.055, R e = 0.309, F = 28.741. P = 0.0001. 
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conditions and returns from interest. Because of Results of an unpaired t-test for unequal sam- 
this bias, the mean ECEI for control games was ple size showed that players from Sweden had 
subtracted from experimental ECEI values to nearly twice the adjusted ECEI values of players 
create adjusted scores which were used for subse- from the U . S .  (t0.05,199 = 2.356, P = 0.0195). ECEI 
quent analysis. The command and control system was significantly higher for natural scientists than 
generated more than four times the amount of for policy professionals (to.os,t03 = 2.19, P = 0.031) 
wastes per unit profit than the assurance bond and was the only t-test between occupations that 
system (t0:05,199 = -5 .14 ,  P =  0.001). There was was significant. However, adjusted ECEI scores 
no significant relationship between adjusted ECEI increased with game number, and when analyzing 
and uncertainty during the prepay system (y = scores for first and second games only, no signifi- 
3.95x + 7.38, F1,99 = 0.9422, P = 0.3341) nor dur- cant difference occurred (t0.05,61 = 0.978, P = 
ing the postpay system (y = 0.7413x + 2.099, F ] ,98  0.332). There were considerably more male play- 
= 0.1622, P =  0.688). A comparison of the re- ers than females and, in general, males played 
gression lines revealed the relationship between more games. Adjusted ECEI mean values were 
ECEI and uncertainty was not significantly differ- significantly higher for males than for females 
ent between the two charge systems (F1,98 = 0 .065 ,  (t0.05.199 = -- 2.162, P = 0.0318), but only when 
P > 0.05). considering all games played. ECEI values from 

The results of the regression models are shown first games indicated no significant difference be- 
in Table 1. There were highly significant relation- tween males and females (t0.05,70 = 1.268, P = 
ships between adjusted ECEI values and game 0.2088). Likewise, there was no significant differ- 
number, charge system, and age for all three ence between males and females for second games 
models. The time of change to the prepay system (t0.05,43 = 0.355, P = 0.725). 
and uncertainty were only significant in the 8- 
variable model while occupation, residence, and 
gender were not significant in any of the models. 4. Discussion 
The results of the 5-variable regression model for 
predicted and actual ECEI values are plotted in As expected, the assurance bonding pollution 
Fig. 4. It is interesting to note that although there abatement system improved player performance 
is a significant range of ECEI values for both when managing a simulated firm. We suspect this 
charge systems, all of the highest ECEI values is due to the incentives that this system provides 
(>  20) were generated during the prepay system, for the "managers." Charge system is by far the 

most important explanatory variable in all of the 
models. When the change to the prepay system 

• i. Prepay System(withAssuranceBond) Occurs, players are informed by a pause in the 
40 o Po,tpay Sy,ter, (w,,out Assur,nce Boo~) simulation and an information screen. This allows 
3s • players to evaluate past performance and rethink 
30 + ~ ..... ,,,~o~°,~ strategy. However, contrary to expectations, the 
2s . %...~-"5~Prepaypo~n,soo,y level of uncertainty does not significantly affect 

LI.I * ~ . 'i~',11, T ~ Postpay points only 20 ~ ~ "  " ~ ] ~ U -  player behavior except in the 8-variable model. 
~1~ The reason for this may be that players were not 
4- 10 [ . ~  given direct information about uncertainty levels. 

5 ..4 ....... ~" ~ o ~ ~ o  o They reacted to uncertainty by assessing model 
o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  output. If players were directly informed about 
--10 lb 26 36 " 4~ uncertainty values (e.g., by showing a message at 

ECEI the beginning of the game that indicates "your  
chances of getting caught a n d / o r  charged for a Fig. 4. Plot of ECEI for the prepay and postpay systems 

against the predicted values for ECEI from the 5-variable pollution violation in the postpay system a r e  
model. The overall r z for the model was 0.322. X%"), they would have the opportunity to de- 
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velop strategies and perhaps would have engaged " learned" as they played the game). It would be 
in more risky behavior if the probability of getting interesting in future experiments to provide dif- 
caught and charged was low. In future experi- ferent instruction sets to different players to de- 
ments, we plan to communicate more information termine how information affects results. In gen- 
about uncertainty levels during the game. eral, we think this preliminary application of the 

The strongly significant relationship between simulation mode l /game/exper imen t  approach 
ECEI and game number suggests that players was quite successful and substantiated our main 
learn as they played more games. The significant hypothesis that the prepay system provides play- 
difference between males and females appears to ers with the incentive to improve their economic 
be a direct result of number of games played, and environmental performance in the game when 
Only one female played more than three games, compared with the postpay system. This experi- 
Although computer literacy and familiarity with mental evidence is bolstered by recent theoretical 
the Macintosh system were not surveyed in the results (Farber, 1991). The experimental ap- 
game, those unfamiliar with computers may have proach to understanding economic behavior has 
initially been intimidated by the manipulations tremendous potential (cf. Smith and Williams, 
required to play the game. The fact that age is a 1992), both as an analytical tool and as a teaching 
significant explanatory variable and exhibits a device. The results of the experiment described in 
negative coefficient may be a result o f " compu te r  this paper are preliminary, but encouraging. 
phobia.'" It is also interesting to note that, while While not conclusive, they indicate that the pre- 
players from Sweden have significantly higher pay (assurance bonding) system may be an effec- 
ECEI values than players from the U.S., when tive incentive to improve a firm's environmental 
taking other variables into account (i.e., in the behavior. However, as in any healthy science, we 
8-variable model) country is not a significant ex- fully realize that we have raised more questions 
planatory variable. In future experiments we plan than we have answered and have set the stage for 
to investigate further the effects of cultural back- additional experimental studies in the future. 
ground on performance. 
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of values in the middle of the game. Increasing vironmental Management." The authors would 
the sample size of players with different occupa- like to thank game participants as well as Paul 
tions also seems like a valuable exercise. The Jivoff, Lisa Wainger, Enrique Reyes, Dan Mus- 
amount of knowledge or information that a player satti, Clem Tisdell, and an anonymous reviewer 
had prior to beginning any given game seemed to for helpful comments on earlier drafts. Of course, 
make a difference in player performance (players any remaining errors are our own. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 

Model symbol definitions 

Symbol Definition 

State L,ariables 
Acc Env Fnd Accumulated Environmental  Fund = Acc Env Fnd + dt *(Env Res Fnd) 

INIT(Acc Env Fnd) = 0 

Assets Assets = Assets + dt *(Monetary inputs - Total Costs) 

INIT(Assets) = 50Q0 

Assur Bond Assurance Bond = Assur Bond + dt *(Deposits - Damage Deduction - Refunds + Interest  - Env Res 

Fnd) 

INIT(Assur Bond) = 0 

Cure Dischar Cumulative Discharge = Cumm Dischar + dt * (Discharged - Discharged Liabil) 

INIT(Cumm Discbar) = 0 

Cum Env Damage Cumulative Environmental  Damage = Cumm Env Damage + dt *(damages) 

INIT(Cumm Env Damage) = 0 
Inventory Inventory = Inventory + dt * ( -  Shipments + Production) 

INIT(Inventory) = 100 

Wastes Wastes = Wastes + dt * (Waste Production - Discharged) 

INIT(Wastes) = 10 

Inputs 
Damages Damages = Discharged 

Deposits Deposits into Bond = IF Del Charge > 0.1 THEN Worst Case Est imate ELSE 0 

Discharged Wastes Discharged into the Environment = Wastes *0.5 

Env Res Fnd Environmental  Research Fund = Interest  *(0.8 - Int frac to firm) 

Interest  Interest  = Assur Bond * 0.08 
Monetary inputs Monetary Inputs into Firm Assets = Sales + Refunds 

Production Level of Production = IF Usr Prod = 0 THEN Forcast Shipmts ELSE Usr Prod 

Waste Production Amount  of Waste Production = 1 + Production *((1 - WasteReducTech) * Waste Fraction) 

Outputs 
Damage Deduction Damage Deduction = IF Charge System = 1 THEN (4 *Discharged *(1 - Uncert)) + 14nv Disaster *(1 

- Uncert) ELSE 0 
Discharged Wastes Discharged into the Environment = Wastes *0.5 

Discharged Liabil Discharged Liability = 0.6 * Env Disaster 

Env Res Fnd Environmental  Research Fund = Interest  *(0.8 - Int frac to firm) 

Refunds Refunds to the Firm = IF Charge System = 1 THEN (Max D i s c h a r g e s -  Discharged)+  (Int frac to 

firm * Interest) ELSE 0 
Shipments Shipments of Inventory = SMTHl(Product  Demand,5,10) 

Total Costs Total Costs to the Firm = Input costs + Deposits + PostPaid Damages 

External ~'ariables 
Annual  Profits Annual  Profits = Monetary inputs - Total Costs 

Charge System Charge System = IF (TIME < T of Change to Pre) THEN Postpay ELSE Prepay 

Del Charge Delay Charge = Charge System - DELAY(Charge  System, l , INIT(Charge System)) 
Diaster Threshold Disaster Threshold = 70 

Env Disaster Environmental  Disaster  = IF (Cumin Dischar * RANDOM) > disaster threshold THEN Cumm Dischar 

ELSE 0 
Forcast Shipmts Future Shipments = FORCST(Shipments,5,5) 
Input  costs Input  costs = 1 *(Unit Inp Cost + Unit Waste Red Cost) *(Production) 

Int frac to firm Fraction of Interest  Returned to the Firm = 0.25 
Market price Market Price = 8 

Max Discharges Maximum Discharge in any given year = 7 
PostPaid Damages Environmental  Damages Occurring During the Postpay System = IF Charge System = 0 THEN (4 * Dis- 

charged *(1 - Uncert)) + 14 *Env Disaster *(1 - Uncert) ELSE 0 
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Postpay An Indicator Variable of the Postpay system (=  0) 
Prepay An Indicator Variable of the Prepay system (=  1) 
Product Demand Level of Product Demand = 3 + (4 * RANDOM) 
Rand Generates numbers between 0 and 1, randomly 
Sales Sales = Market Price *Shipments 
Total Withdraw Total Withdraws from the Bond = Refunds + Damage Deduction 
T of Change to Pre Time in the Game when the Charge System Changes to Prepay = 

INT(20 + 20 * INIT(Rand)) 
Uncert Uncertainty = INTI(random) or a number is selected randomly between 0 and 1 
Unit Inp Cost Unit Cost of Inputs = graph(Waste Fraction). Graphical Points Include 

(0.0,0.910),(0.100,0.745),(0.200,0.650),(0.300,0.550),(0.400,0.485), 
(0.500,0.440),(0.600,0.395),(0.700,0.355),(0.800,0.335), 
(0.900,0.315 ),( 1.00,0.300) 

Unit Waste Red Cost Unit Cost of Waste Reduction = graph(WasteReducTech). Graph Points Include 
(0.0,0.0200),(0.100,0.0500),(0.200,0.0800),(0.300,0.120), 
(0.400,0.180),(0.500,0.250),(0.600,0.310),(0.700,0.380), 
(0.800,0.495),(0.900,0.6651,(1.00,0.9501 

Usr Prod User Production = This variable allows players of the game to over ride the level of firm production set 
by the model 

WasteReducTech Waste Reduction Technology is initially set at 0.5, but can be changed at any time by the player of the 
game 

Waste Fraction The Percentage of Inputs that end up as Waste = 0.5 
Worst Case Estimate Estimate of the Worst Case Damages = Max Discharges *200 
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